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The question of forced migration of pregnant mothers at times of revolutions and wars or political violence has been with me for many years. It is what I try to address myself to. Whether human collective, as a society or otherwise, knows what modernity’s political violence does to pregnant mothers or how to appreciate the mother’s acts of love/hospitality towards the life that is yet to be born remains to be an open question. This anthropological observation is engaged with the possibility of the entanglement of the modern nation and mothers, how the nation does not teach us love, and that loving and living with others, with each other is yet to be preferred to killings or being killed by others. This way of thinking human biographies, histories and existence, opens up the possibility of accessing the ethical as well as political that are everyday experiences worldwide. At the same time, it inevitably closes down how pregnant mothers escaping political violence live with and host others within their own human bodies. This is how I come to find myself entangled in encounters with my mother thirty-eight years after she gave birth to me, while escaping revolution and war in Iran. And how love and hospitality are thoroughly intertwined and connect bell hooks in America and my mother in Sweden. As such I move beyond historically contingent boundaries of the modern state to show how bell hooks and my mother were both made foreigners in their respective places of birth before my own birth, how they care about ecology and ecology of knowledges, and how they talk of love of hospitality beyond borders.
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